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This research is based on the shallow water wave model SWAN (Simulating WAves 
Nearshore), a third-generation wave model that solves the action balance equation with 
sources and sinks. SWAN has been widely used to obtain realistic estimates of wave 
parameters in coastal areas, lakes and estuaries from given wind, bottom, and current 
conditions. 
 
In the first part of this research, validation of SWAN is carried out through three 
computational schemes. In the first scheme, spectral evolution of waves are analyzed 
by propagating one-dimensional monochromatic waves on both a constant depth 
bottom profile and a constant slope bottom profile. The results obtained for both 
constant depth and constant slope agrees well with results reported by R. Piscopia et. al. 
(2002). As such, SWAN adequately reproduces all the main features in the evolution 
of shallow-water wave spectrum. The second validation scheme is conducted on 
typical length scales of Malacca Straits. Similarly as above, the constant depth case 
and constant slope case produce results that are generally similar to the first 
computational scheme, with main features due to depth-induced breaking, shoaling and 
non-linear interactions reproduced. In the third validation scheme, wave-height 
evolution under wave-current interaction in SWAN is studied and compared with the 
experimental results reported by Jane Mckee Smith (1999). Comparsions show that the 
results are close except for points near to the breaking location where significant 
discrepancies can be attributed either to the effect of current-induced breaking not been 
considered or  measurement points are not finely-spaced enough to capture the sharp 
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rise and fall of the wave height as the wave steepens and breaks near the breaking 
location. 
 
The second part of this thesis aims to improve the prediction accuracy of SWAN in 
shallow waters by developing a better dissipation model for depth-induced breaking. 
The current version of SWAN (version 40.11) uses the bore-based random wave model 
by Battjes and Janssen (1978). Inherent in this bore-based dissipation model adopted 
are some simplifying assumptions that could be further improved.  
 
Firstly the bore-based model assumes an underlying truncated Rayleigh probability 
density function to describe the distribution of random breaking waves. This 
assumption confines all breaking and broken waves to have the same maximum 
attainable wave height at any local depth. Secondly, headloss due to a hydraulic jump 
is used to approximate energy loss in a broken wave. This is a crude assumption which 
confines regions upstream and downstream of the breaker to be governed by uniform 
flow, where nonlinearity and turbulence are in fact dominant. 
 
To address both the shortcomings of the underlying truncated Rayleigh pdf and the 
hydraulic jump assumption, a new dissipation equation for wave height transformation 
has been formulated based on the breaking wave height distribution by Thornton and 
Guza (1983) and the dissipation model by Rattanapitikon W. & Shibayama T. (1998). 
Dissipation models by various authors and the newly derived dissipation formulation 
are implemented into the SWAN code to make inter-comparisons and to verify results 
against experimental data reported by Battjes and Janssen (1978).  
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The comparison results are presented in terms of root mean square (rms) relative error. 
The newly derived dissipation function gave the smallest rms relative error of 4.53%, 
while Battjes and Janssen (1978), Rattanapitikon W. & Shibayama T. (1998), Thornton 
and Guza (1983) give errors of 6.16%, 17.9% and 4.9% respectively. Hence the new 
dissipation function is able to give the best prediction and suggest that both energy 
dissipation and underlying breaking wave height distribution are important for wave 
height prediction.  
 
Wave-induced setup calculation suggests the new model was able to give a reasonable 
prediction of setup/setdown except that the transition from setdown to setup is 
predicted too far seaward.  An analysis of the spectral evolution of the waves over the 
bar-trough profile shows the expected influence of triad interactions and depth-induced 
wave breaking, giving rise to secondary peaks and loss in peak energy density. Finally 
the old and new SWAN model is applied on Malacca Straits for wave height prediction. 
The new dissipation model generally predicts higher wave height and hence it is more 
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1.1 IMPORTANCE OF SURF ZONE WAVE MODELING 
 
Knowledge of the wave spectrum in the shoaling region and in the surf zone is of great 
importance to coastal engineering (Eldeberky and Battjes 1996). A wide range of  fluid 
motions present in the surf zone, including turbulent bores, large scale vortices, low-
frequency motions, mean cross-shore and longshore flows (Battjes 1988), govern the 
nature and rate of sediment transport in the nearshore region and determines the 
morphological behaviour of beaches. Out of these, wave effects are perhaps the most 
significant. More specifically, wave stresses and momentum fluxes have a direct 
impact on sediment mobilization and suspension littoral currents in both the 
alongshore, onshore and offshore directions. They also affect wave-induced setdown 
and setup, mean water level and forces on coastal structures (Dally, Dean, Dalrymple 
1985).  
 
 The inner surf zone is an important area as it has an impact on the shoreline boundary 
conditions and therefore the hydrodynamics and sediment dynamics of the swash zone 
(Baldock et. al. 1998). Moreover, to design a coastal structure to withstand wave 
conditions at the position where it is proposed to be built, it is imperative to make 
accurate predictions of the expected wave conditions in the surf zone (Wood et al 
2001). In particular, the transformation of  breaking waves over varying bottom 
profiles is a problem of obvious concern to the design and planning of coastal facilities. 
When waves propagate to the nearshore zone, wave profiles steepen and waves 
eventually break. The rate of energy dissipation due to  breaking waves is an essential 
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requirement for predicting wave height, sediment transport rate and beach profile 
change in the surf zone (Rattanapitikon et al. 1998). In recognition of the important 
role of wave breaking in the surf zone, the objective of this study is hence to develop 
an enhanced version of the shallow water wave model SWAN with an improved 
formulation of depth-induced wave breaking in the surf zone. 
 
1.2 NUMERICAL WAVE MODELING (WAM, WWATCH III & SWAN) 
 
It is widely acknowledged that the knowledge of ocean wind and wave climate, its 
variability and possible trends is of great importance to the safety of lives at sea, the 
design of offshore structures, the protection of coastal areas, and the planning of 
operations at sea, among other things. Before the appearance of wave models, the only 
sources of wave conditions, mainly significant wave height ( Hs ), were measurements. 
However, since World War II, a lot of efforts have been made to develop numerical 
models that are used to forecast and hindcast wave conditions. 
 
 These numerical ocean wave models aim to take into account wave generation, 
dissipation and non-linear wave-wave interaction. After the pioneering work of Gelci 
et al. (1956, 1957), several such models have been developed (SWAMP Group 1985; 
SWIM Group 1985). These models are denoted as first, second or third generation 
wave models, depending on the level of parameterization of generation, dissipation and 
non-linear wave-wave interactions (WAMDI Group 1988). SWAMP made a 
distinction between first generation models, in which nonlinear interactions are 
neglected, and second generation models which do describe them, but in simplified 
parametrized form. The first wave models, which were developed in 1960s and 1970s, 
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assumed that the wave components suddenly stopped growing as soon as they reached 
a universal saturation level (Phillips, 1958).  
 
In recent times, studies have shown that a universal high-frequency spectrum does not 
exist because the high-frequency portion of the spectrum depends on whitecapping, 
wind input and on low-frequency regions of the spectrum through nonlinear transfer. 
From the physics point of view, first generation models suffer from basic shortcomings 
by overestimating wind input and not taking into account nonlinear transfer (Komen et 
al 1994). These shortcomings led to the development of second generation models 
which attempted to simulate the dependence of high-frequency region of the spectrum 
on the low frequencies by describing it in a simple parametrized form. However, 
restrictions resulting from nonlinear transfer parametrization necessarily required the 
spectral shape of the wind sea spectrum to be perscribed. These restrictions pose 
problems in prediction as real wave spectra showed much more variability than was 
originally assumed in parametric models. Hence this led to the highest level of 
development in third-generation models, in which all processes of wave generation, 
dissipation and non-linear wave-wave interactions are accounted for explicitly. Here 
the wave spectrum was computed by integration of the energy balance equation, 
without any prior restriction on spectral shape. As a result the WAM group was 
established, whose main task was the development of such a third generation wave 
model. 
 
The WAM wave model (WAMDI group, 1988) is the first third generation wave 
model that was developed to solve the wave transport equation explicitly without any 
presumptions on the shape of the wave spectrum. It is the model presently used for 
global wave forecasts at the Naval Oceanographic Office (or “NAVO”, 
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www.navo.navy.mil). This model is noteworthy for being created, tested, validated, 
and improved by a large number of researchers over a period of many years. The wave 
transport equation adopted in the model describes the variation of the wave spectrum 
in space and time due to the advection of energy and local interactions. The wave 
spectrum is locally modified by the input of energy from the wind, the redistribution of 
energy due to nonlinear interactions and energy dissipation due to whitecapping and 
bottom friction. The advective term is integrated with a first order upwind scheme. The 
source function is integrated with an implicit scheme (Hersbach, 1998), that allows an 
integration time step greater than the dynamic adjustment time of the highest 
frequencies in the model prognostic range.  
WAM predicts directional spectra as well as wave properties such as significant wave 
height, mean wave direction and frequency, swell wave height and mean direction, and 
wind stress fields corrected by including the wave induced stress and the drag 
coeffieient at each grid point at chosen output times.  
Model Assumptions for WAM are:  
• Time dependent wave action balance equation.  
• Wave growth based on sea surface roughness and wind characteristics.  
• Nonlinear wave and wave interaction by Discrete Interaction 
Approximation (DIA).  
• Free form of spectral shape.  
• High dissipation rate to short waves.  
One of the limitations of WAM is that the WAM code has been primarily developed to 
generate open-ocean wave predictions necessary for naval operations and commercial 
ship movement. Since deepwater ocean waves are primarily wind-driven, finite-depth 
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effects in nearshore zones such as bottom friction, shoaling, refraction, depth-induced 
wave breaking and triad wave-wave interaction, which becomes important, are not 
taken into consideration. In deep water, quadruplet wave-wave interactions dominate 
the wave spectrum evolution, whereas in shallow water, triad wave-wave interactions 
become important (Beji and Battjes 1993 and Arcilla et al. 1994) and depth-induced 
wave breaking may dominate all other processes. Thus, wave models like WAM, 
which only account for quadruplet wave-wave interaction processes and do not 
account for depth-induced wave breaking, may not predict nearshore wave conditions 
as accurately as codes developed specifically for nearshore use. (S. F. Wornom et al 
2001). 
 
WAVEWATCH III is another third generation wave model developed at 
NOAA/NCEP in the spirit of the WAM model. It is a further development of the 
model WAVEWATCH I, as developed at Delft University of Technology and 
WAVEWATCH II, developed at NASA, Goddard Space Flight Center. It has its 
origins in the earlier versions of the WAM model, but has been developed 
independently over the last decade with the goal of overcoming various inherent 
limitations of the WAM model numerics. WAVEWATCH III differs from its 
predecessors on all important points; the governing equations, the models structure, 
numerical methods and physical parameterizations. Basically it solves the spectral 
action density balance equation for wavenumber-direction spectra. WW3 calculates 
nonlinear interactions (Snl) using the same algorithm as WAM (Discrete Interaction 
Approximation,DIA, Hasselmann et al. 1985), with minor adjustments. Wind input 
(Sin) and dissipation (Sds) are calculated according to Tolman and Chalikov (1996) 
(with some modifications). The latter physical formulations are more complex than 
those of WAM, but often similar in result. WW3 physics tend to be more empirical, 
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but produce fewer artificial problems. The implicit assumption of these equations is 
that the medium (depth and current) as well as the wave field vary on time and space 
scales that are much larger than the corresponding scales of a single wave. 
Furthermore, the physics included in the model do not cover conditions where the 
waves are severely depth-limited. This implies that the model can only be applied on 
spatial scales (grid increments) larger than 1 to 10 km, and outside the surf zone.  
 
The restriction of WAM and WWATCH III to application in the deep waters outside 
the surf zone meant that a shallow water wave model is needed specifically for coastal 
and inland waters. This led to the development of SWAN, which is a third generation 
wave model that compute spectra of random short-crested, wind-generated waves by 
solving the spectral wave-action transport equation. Whereas WAM and WWATCH 
III was primarily developed for coastal and deepwater wave predictions, SWAN was 
developed specifically for nearshore zones. The basic scientific philosophy of SWAN 
is identical to that of the WAM model, which is aimed mostly at oceanic applications.  
 
The basic physics in WAM and SWAN are 
 
• Wave propagation in time and space 
• Wave generation by wind 
• Shoaling and refraction due to current and depth 
• Whitecapping and bottom friction 
• Quadrauplet wave-wave interaction 
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However, the SWAN code contains formulations for two physical processes not 
present in WAM and WWATCH III. These processes play an important role for 
nearshore calculations; they are as follows: 
  
• Depth-induced wave breaking 
• Triad wave-wave interactions 
 
In terms of  numerical techniques, except that SWAN shares the DIA code for the 
quadruplet wave-wave interactions with WAM (Hasselmann, S., et al., 1985), there 
exist several differences.  
 
• WAM solves a wave action transport equation 
• SWAN solves a spectral action balance equation 
• WAM uses explicit scheme in propagation space 
• SWAN uses implicit scheme in propagation space 
 
The fully implicit upwind scheme used by SWAN in geographical space is 
unconditionally stable and thus avoids numerical instabilities. The time-step selection 
is designed to accurately capture the unsteady phyiscs rather than to maintain 
numerical stability. In many cases this leads to smaller CPU time requirements. 
However, WAM uses an explicit first-order accurate upwind scheme in  geographical 
space, a consequence of which is that the time-step is proportional to the spatial step 
size. Therefore, as the mesh is refined, the time-step must be reduced to maintain 





From the discussion of the key features, strengths and weaknesses of the three wave 
models so far, it can be seen that SWAN is an apt model for wave prediction in the surf 
zone where shallow water effects becomes very important. Dissipation of wave energy 
in SWAN is represented by the summation of three contributions : whitecapping, 
bottom friction and depth-induced breaking. Among the three dissipation mechanisms, 
the process of depth-induced breaking plays the most important role in energy 
dissipation in the surf zone but is still relatively not well-understood. Given that, it is 
the objective of this research to to understand and further improve the dissipation due 
to breaking in SWAN. The focus of this thesis is to develop an upgraded version of 
SWAN as a nearshore transformation model for  surf zone wave modeling by 
reformulating the breaking dissipation term.  
 
In the next chapter, the theoretical background and numerics of the SWAN code will 
be described. The formulations for the different physical processes and the numerical 
implementation will also be introduced. For full details of SWAN theoretical and 
numerics background, SWAN USER MANUAL should be referred and can be 
downloaded from the SWAN website http://fluidmechanics.tudelft.nl/swan/index.htm  
 
Chapter 3 to 5 will present results on SWAN validation for wave propagation over 
constant depth and constant slope and for wave-current interaction. Chapter 6 will 
examine in detail the existing breaking dissipation model adopted in SWAN and 
proposed improvements based on recent literature. A new reformulated dissipation 
function based on the work of  Thornton and Guza (1983) and  Rattanapitikon and 
Shibayama (1998) will also be described. Chapter 7 derives the numerical methods 
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used for the various new dissipation models tested. Chapter 8 describes the flume 
experiments of Battjes and Janssen (1978) and presents results of model comparisons 
with experimental data. Chapter 9 will present results of applications of both the new 
and old SWAN model to wave prediction in Malacca Straits. Finally conclusions of 























MODEL FORMULATION IN SWAN 
 
2.1 GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
 
In SWAN, wave characteristics are described in terms of two-dimensional wave action 
density spectrum governed by the spectral action balance equation which for Cartesian 
coordinates is [Hasselmann et al., 1973]:  
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )x y
SN c N c N c N c N
t x y σ θσ θ σ
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂+ + + +∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ =     (2.1) 
 
where σ is the relative frequency (as observed in a frame of reference moving with the 
current velocity), θ is the wave direction (the direction normal to the wave crest of 
each spectral component) and N is the wave action density that is equal to the energy 
density divided by the relative frequency: N(σ, θ, x, y, t) = E(σ, θ, x, y, t)/σ. The first 
term of the left-hand side of equation (1.1) represents the local rate of change of wave 
action density with time, the second and third term represent propagation of wave 
action density in geographical space, with propagation velocities cx and cy in x and y 
space, respectively.  The fourth term represents change in wave action arising from 
shifting of the relative frequency due to variations in depths and currents, with 
propagation velocity cσ in σ space.  The fifth term represents wave action changes 
from depth-induced and current-induced refraction, with propagation velocity Cθ in 
θ space. The expressions for these propagation speeds are taken from linear wave 
theory (Whitham, 1974; Mei, 1983; Dingemans, 1997). On the right-hand side of Eq 
(2.1), the term S = S(σ, θ, x, y, t) is a source term, in terms of energy density, 
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representing the effects of generation, dissipation and non linear wave-wave 
interactions.  
 
In view of the use of SWAN at shelf, sea or oceanic scale, the user can choose to 
express the basic equation in spherical coordinates: 
 
( ) 1[ ] cos [ (cos ) ] [ ] [ ] SN c N c N c N c N
t λ ϕ σ
ϕ ϕ θλ ϕ σ θ
−∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂+ + + +∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ σ=  (2.2) 
 




The following wave propagation processes are represented in SWAN: 
 
• rectilinear propagation through geographic space, 
• refraction due to spatial variations in bathymetry and current, 
• shoaling due to spatial variations in bathymetry and current, 
• blocking and reflections by opposing currents, 
• transmission through, blockage by or reflection against sub-grid obstacles. 
 
The following wave generation and dissipation processes are represented in SWAN: 
 
• generation by wind, 
• dissipation by whitecapping, 
• dissipation by depth-induced wave breaking, 
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• dissipation by seabed or bottom friction, 
• wave-wave interactions (quadruplets and triads) 
 
In addition the wave-induced set-up of the mean sea surface can be computed in 
SWAN.  
 
Cycle III of SWAN is stationary and optionally non-stationary and formulated in 
Cartesian (recommended only for small scales) or spherical (small scales and large 
scales) coordinates. The stationary mode should be used only for waves with a 
relatively short residence time in the computational area under consideration that 
means the travel time of the waves through the region should be small compared to the 
time scale of the geophysical conditions (wave boundary conditions, wind, tides and 
storm surge). A quasi-stationary approach can be taken with stationary SWAN 
computations in a time-varying sequence of stationary conditions. For one-dimensional 
(geographical) situations SWAN can be run in one-dimensional mode. 
 
2.3 SOURCE TERMS 
 
The SWAN code gives to user the option to include different physics modules. A brief 
summary of the formulations that are used for the various source terms in SWAN is 
given next, with an overview in Table 2.1. More details are given in Booij et al. [1999] 







 Generation mode 
Source term Theory 




x x  
Linear wind growth 
Cavaleri & 
Malanotte-Rizzoli 
[1981] modified  
  x 
Snyder et al. 
[1981] modified x x  
Snyder et al. 
[1981]   x 
Exponential wind growth 
Janssen [1989, 
1991]   x 
Holthuijsen and De 
Boer [1988]  x x  
Komen et al. 
[1984]    x Whitecapping 
Janssen [1991], 
Komen et al. 
[1994] 
  x 
Quadruplet w-w interactions Hasselman et al. [1985]   x 
Triad w-w interactions Eldeberky and Battjes [1996] x x x 
Depth-induced breaking Battjes and Janssen [1978] x x x 
Hasselman et al. 
[1973] x x x 
Collins [1972] x x x Bottom friction 
Madsen et al. 
[1988] x x x 
Obstacle transmission Seelig [1979] x x x 
 







2.4 FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD GENERATION MODE 
 
SWAN can operate in first, second and third generation mode. State-of-the-art 
formulations of the processes of wave generation, dissipation, and wave-wave 
interactions in phase-averaged models are presently third generation. In the first 
generation models these physical processes are not properly represented. Generation is 
simulated with simple empirical expressions, and dissipation (whitecapping) is 
simulated with an assumed universal upper limit of the spectral densities. The absence 
of quadruplet wave-wave interactions is compensated by enhancing the wave growth 
[e.g., Ewing, 1971]. Second generation models try to remedy this for the local wind sea 
by parameterizing these interactions [e.g., Young, 1988] or by using a sea-state and 
wind-dependent upper limit of the spectral densities [e.g., Holthuijsen and De 
Boer,1988] or by reducing the wave description to a few integral spectral parameters 
[Hasselmann et al., 1976]. Such models are usually supplemented with freely 
propagating swell. In a third-generation model all relevant processes are represented 
explicitly without a priori restrictions on the evolution of the spectrum. An overview of 




Diffraction is not modeled in SWAN, so SWAN should not be used in areas where 
variations in wave height are large within a horizontal scale of a few wave lengths. 
Because of this, the wave field computed by SWAN will generally not be accurate in 
the immediate vicinity of obstacles and certainly not in harbours. 
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SWAN does not calculate wave-induced currents. If relevant, such currents should be 
provided as input to SWAN. As an option, SWAN computes wave-induced set-up. In 
(geographic) 1D cases the computations are based on exact equations. In 2D cases, the 
computations are based on approximate equations and the effects of wave-induced 
currents are ignored. This version of SWAN (40.11) can be used on any scale relevant 
for wind generated surface gravity waves. However, SWAN is specifically developed 
for coastal applications which would usually not require such flexibility in scale. The 
background for providing SWAN with such flexibility is: 
 
a) to allow SWAN to be used from laboratory conditions to shelf seas (but not 
harbours, see above) and 
 
b) to nest SWAN in the WAM model or the WAVEWATCH III model  
 
SWAN is certainly less efficient on oceanic scales than WAVEWATCH III and 
probably also less efficient than WAM (SWAN does not parallelize or vectorize well) 
 
2.6 NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION 
 
The integration of the action balance equation (2.1) and (2.2) has been implemented in 
SWAN with finite difference schemes in all five dimensions (time, geographic space 
and spectral space). Time is discretized with a simple constant time step ∆t for the 
simultaneous integration of the propagation and the source terms. This is different 
from the time discretization in the WAM model or the WAVEWATCH III models 
where the time step for propagation is different from the time step for the source terms. 
Geographic space is discretized with a rectangular grid with constant resolutions ∆x 
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and ∆y in x and y direction respectively. The spectrum is discretized with a constant 
directional resolution ∆θ and a constant relative frequency resolution ∆σ/σ 
(logarithmic frequency distribution). For reasons of economy, an option is available to 
compute only wave components traveling in a pre-defined directional sector 
θmin< θ< θmax that means only those components that travel shoreward within a limited 
directional sector.  
 
The discrete frequencies are defined between a fixed low-frequency cut-off and a fixed 
high-frequency cut-off (the prognostic part of the spectrum). For these frequencies the 
spectral density is unconstrained. Below the low-frequency cut-off (typically fmin=0.04 
Hz for field conditions) the spectral densities are assumed to be zero. Above the high-
frequency cut-off (typically fmax=1 Hz for field conditions) a diagnostic f-m tail is added 
(this tail is used to compute nonlinear wave-wave interactions at the high frequencies 
and to compute integral wave parameters). The reason for using a fixed high-frequency 
cut-off rather than a dynamic cut-off frequency that depends on the wind speed or on 
the mean frequency, as in WAM and WAVEWATCH III, is that in coastal regions 
mixed sea states with rather different characteristic frequencies may occur. For 
instance, a local wind may generate a very young sea behind an island, totally 
unrelated to (but superimposed on) a simultaneously occurring swell. In such cases a 
dynamic cut-off frequency may be too low to properly account for the locally 
generated sea state. Based on physical arguments the value of m (the power in the 
above expression of the spectral tail) should be between 4 and 5 [Phillips, 1985]. In 
SWAN m=4 if the wind input formulation of Komen et al. [1984] is used (as in WAM 
Cycle 3), and m=5 if the wind input formulation of Janssen [1991a] is used (as in 
WAM Cycle 4). 
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Fully implicit numerical schemes are used in the SWAN model for propagation in both 
geographical space and spectral space (an iterative, forward-marching, four-sweep 
technique, Ris et al., 1994) This scheme is unconditionally stable in contrast with the 
explicit schemes of conventional spectral wave models which are only conditionally 
stable and which require very small solution steps in shallow water (typically 10s for 
100m resolution in water depth of 10m where in SWAN model the time increment 
may be as large as 15 min). The formulation is basically in terms of finite differences 
on a regular, rectangular grid. This is inconvenient in regions with highly variable 
scales such as tidal inlets, tidal flats and estuaries. Nesting of grids with decreasing  
resolution is the conventional approach in such cases but it requires extra computations.  
 
The formulations for generation, dissipation and quadruplet wave-wave interactions 
are taken from the WAM model. These are supplemented with a spectral version of the 
dissipation model for depth-induced breaking of Battjes and Janssen (1978), with 
maximum wave height to depth ratio from Nelson (1987) and a recently formulated 
discrete interaction approximation for triad wave-wave interactions (Eldeberky and 
Battjes, 1995). 
 
In the next Chapter 3 to 5, a series of validation studies of SWAN tested on various 
bottom configurations, propagation length scales and under current conditions will be 
carried out. These validation studies are standard necessary tests to evaluate the 











Test simulations are systematically carried out to validate the SWAN model in 
describing the evolution of wave spectrum in shallow water. The following 2 cases are 
considered. 
 
a) constant depth, no shoaling and all dissipation mechanisms switched off to 
check numerical dissipation 
b) constant slope to check the role of different dissipation mechanisms 
 
3.2 TEST DESCRIPTION 
 
In all the test studies, the one-dimensional axis of propagation is 100m long and is 
discretized in 101 points (∆x= 1m). The shape of the incoming initial spectrum is given 


















pgCE  (3.1) 
 
where C is the Philips coefficient, σp is the peak frequency and γ is the peak 
enhancement coefficient. For all the test simulations carried out, these parameters were 
set similar to those adopted in the test studies of Piscopia et. al. (2002) to allow for 







The numerical results are extracted at 6 fixed spatial points distributed uniformly 
(every 20m) from the outer boundary to the shore.  
 
3.3 CONSTANT DEPTH CASE 
 
 







Fig. 3.1 Constant depth computational g
 
                                                 
The results are presented in figure 3.2 where the spectral shape
are depicted. The figure shows that when depth is consta
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 Fig. 3.2  Spectral evolution in constant depth (SWAN) 
 
3.4 CONSTANT SLOPE CASE 
 




Local depth values 
1.8        1.6        1.4        1.2 









Fig. 3.3 Constant slope computational grid 
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This weakly sloped depth profile can be described by the equation  h(x)=2.0-0.01x, 
0<x<100m (fig.3.3). The spectral evolution of the waves is presented in figure 3.4(a)-
(d), in which 4 cases are shown, corresponding to the following model configurations: 
 
a) pure shoaling 
b) shoaling and nonlinear interactions  
c) shoaling, breaking and nonlinear interactions 





















































 Fig. 3.4(a-2) spectral evolution due to shoaling (R. Piscopia et. al. 2002) 38
The result obtained in fig 3.4(a-1 and a-2) shows strong shoaling(~45% increase in 
peak energy density as depth increases) without remarkable change of peak frequency. 
This is a typical test to check numerical scheme. SWAN results compares very well 
with the model results of R. Piscopia et. al. (2002) with the peak of the spectrum 
occuring at about 0.75 rad/s. The main characteristic of the spectral evolution as the 
waves undergoes shoaling is well captured by SWAN with the peak frequency 
remaining the same along the axis of propagation. With the shape of the spectrum 
unchanged, the peak energy density of the spectrum increases as the waves propagates 
nearer to shore (as x increases). This is due to the shoaling effect in which the decrease 
in depth increases the wave height and hence energy density, being a function of wave 
height, correspondingly increased. Hence, from the validations above, SWAN is able 













































In the second case fig 3.4(b-1 and b-2), the result shows the combined effect of 
nonlinearity and shoaling. For both models, the peak angular frequency remains more 
or less at 0.75 rad/s. Starting with a single-peak spectrum in deep waters, secondary 
peaks gradually becomes more pronounced in as the water gets shallower. This 
emergence of secondary peaks are observed in both models at the same secondary peak 
frequency of  about 1.6 rad/s, thus SWAN is capable of simulating the effects of non-
linear wave-wave interaction where energy is transferred from lower frequencies to 
higher frequencies when the water depth decreases. The minor differences in energy 
density at the secondary peaks can be attributed to the fact that formulations and 
numerical methods for non-linear wave-wave interactions differs slightly in SWAN 











































  Fig. 3.4(c-2) spectral evolution due to nonlinear interaction, shoaling and breaking (R. Piscopia et. al. 2002) 
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In the third case Fig 3.4(c-1 and c-2), more energy than case b is expected to be lost 
since breaking is activated. The peak energy density at x=100m in Fig 3.4(c-1 and c-2) 
is less than that in Fig 3.4(b-1 and b-2) respectively. For the SWAN model, the initial 
peak energy density has dropped from 0.045 m2s/rad at x=0m to 0.0375 m2s/rad at 
x=100m in case b where only shoaling and non-linear interactions are considered. In 
case c, peak energy density has dropped from 0.045 m2s/rad at x=0 to 0.035 m2s/rad at 
x=100m. A similar trend is also noted in the model results of R. Piscopia et. al. (2002). 
This shows that more energy has been dissipated here because an extra dissipation 
mechanism, depth-induced wave breaking, has been activated. However, both the peak 
and secondary peak angular frequency remains unchanged at 0.75 rad/s and 1.5 rad/s 
as in the previous two cases, implying that breaking has no effect on the spectral shape 
except to reduce the energy density correspondingly at each frequency bin. The effect 
of nonlinear interaction is still prominent here with the emergence of the secondary 














constant slope case- 








































From figure 3.4(d-1 and d-2), it is observed that more energy is dissipated than case a 
in which only shoaling is activated. The consequence of activating breaking is similar 
to case c. Here, model results by SWAN showed that peak energy density increases 
from 0.045 m2s/rad at x=0m  to 0.06 m2s/rad at x-=100m. For case a where only 
shaoling is accounted, peak energy density increases from 0.045 m2s/rad at x=0m  to 
0.065 m2s/rad at x-=100m. Hence breaking has effectively reduced the increase in peak 
energy density and hence a lower wave height will be obtained here than in case a at 




The earlier results show that SWAN adequately reproduces all the main features in the 
evolution of shallow-water wave spectrum. As mentioned earlier, the input spectra, 
boundary conditions and bathymetry has been set identical to the numerical testing 
reported in “Validation of the three-wave quasi-kinetic approximation for the spectral 
evolution in shallow water” (R. Piscopia et. al. 2002) to further benchmark the model.  
Results obtained from the spectral model of R. Piscopia et. al. 2002, presented in 
figure 3.4(a-2) -3.4(d-2) above are generally identical to SWAN results in figures 
3.4(a-1) -3.4(d-1). Slight differences are attributed to the fact that formulations for 
dissipation by nonlinearity and wave breaking are treated differently in both spectra 
models. Hence it is reasonable to expect slight discrepancies in comparison. In essence, 
the objective of validating SWAN as a fully-quipped shallow water model has been 
achieved and it is shown that it able to capture the effects of the different dissipation 
mechanisms. As such, it is the next aim to validate SWAN’s performance on a large 
scale basin. This is to check for diffusion when propagation distances are large. An 
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appropriate shallow water domain in which to verify this will be the Straits of Malacca, 






























In order to check wave evolution and propagation in typical length scales of Malacca 
Straits, SWAN is used to send monochromatic waves down a simple straight channel 
with typical depth and gradient in Malacca Straits. The following figure 3.1 shows the 
bathymetry in Malacca Straits and a typical cross section where variations in depth and 









































H(x)=37-0.0015x   0<x<24000m 
 
 
Fig 4.1 Bathymetry and bottom profile across Malacca Straits  
 
4.2 TEST DESCRIPTION 
 
Identical to the one-dimensional validation conducted above, the two respective cases 
of constant depth and constant slope will be considered.  
 
The shape of the incoming initial spectrum is given by the JONSWAP 
parameterization. For the test simulations carried out below, these parameters had the 






4.3 CONSTANT DEPTH CASE 
 
For the case of constant depth simulation, a typical depth of 50m has been adopted. 
The following graph shows the spectral density as monochromatic waves propagate 
down a 500 km long channel, typical of length scales in Malacca Straits. As expected, 
the waves propagates smoothly down the channel without any energy dissipation. 
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Fig 4.2 Spectral evolution in 500 km long constant depth channel (SWAN) 
 
 
4.4 CONSTANT SLOPE CASE 
 
A weakly sloped depth profile [h(x)=37-0.0015x, 0<x<24000m, refer to fig. 4.1] is 
considered. The spectral shape evolution is presented in figure 4.3(a)-(d), in which 4 
cases are shown, corresponding to the following model configuration: 
 
a) pure shoaling 
b) shoaling and nonlinear interactions  
c) shoaling, breaking and nonlinear interactions 
d) shoaling and breaking 
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constant slope case-



























 Fig 4.3(a) Spectral evolution in Malacca Straits constant slope due to shoaling only  (SWAN)constant slope case-




















Fig 4.3(b) Spectral evolution in Malacca Straits constant slope due to shoaling and  













































Fig 4.3(d) Spectral evolution in Malacca Straits constant slope due to shoaling and breaking  (SWAN) 
 
Fig 4.3(c) Spectral evolution in Malacca Straits constant slope due to shoaling, breaking and nonlinear 
interaction (SWAN)  
The 4 figures 4.3(a-d) above generally produces the features observed in the previous 
small-scale validation. In this case the water depth varies from a depth of 37 metres 
seaward to a shallow 1 metre shoreward. In fig 4.3(a) it is observed that energy density 
remains more or less constant in deep waters and only increases when the waves start 
to shoal. In fig 4.3(b), the combined effect of nonlinearity and shoaling on spectral 
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evolution is shown. Secondary peak due to non-linear interactions at about 16 rad/s is 
observed when the water depth is reduced to 5.5 metre (at x=21000m). Energy 
spectrum for the last point at x=24000m is not plotted in this figure as the solution is 
not valid.  In fig 4.3(c) where all dissipation terms are included, more energy loss is 
expectedly observed at the shallower locations (i.e the last few points) since dissipation 
by breaking is activated in this case. The effect of non-linear interaction is also 
prominent here with the presence of the secondary peaks. Lastly, in fig 4.4(d), there is 
reduction of peak energy due to breaking but  secondary peaks due to non-linear 




From the validation study conducted in Chapter 4, it has been shown that SWAN is 
fully capable of simulating waves in large scale domain such as the Malacca straits. 
The model has been proven to be ideally suited for transformation of wave energy 
spectra in relatively large coastal areas (of the order of 10s of kilometres) This is 
particularly true where the features of the seabed, such as offshore banks, result in 
depth-induced wave breaking and wave-wave interactions. 
 
In the next Chapter 5, SWAN’s performance under wave-current interaction conditions 












Wave-current interactions encompass a variety of complicated phenomena but on the 
whole they can be classified into strong and weak interaction. Wave-current interaction 
shoals waves with short periods more strongly than waves with long periods while 
depth-induced shoaling is greater for long period waves. Therefore when the wave 
period is relatively long, even though the current is strong, the change in wavelength 
due to the current will be relatively small (about 10%) and thus shoaling due to wave 
current interaction is also small.  When the wave period is relatively short and current 
is strong, wave-current interaction is strong. If the current happens to be in the 
opposite direction to the wave propagation, a special phenomenon called wave 
blocking occurs when the opposing current’s velocity reaches Cg (the wave group 
velocity) and wave propagation is blocked. At the wave blocking location, waves has 
to break to dissipate their energy because energy cannot transmit through the opposing 
current. The blocking location depends upon the local topography, strength of current 
flow and frequency of wave train. When a group of waves is considered instead, waves 
with different frequency may be blocked at different places. Shorter waves, which 
have smaller group velocity, will be blocked first. Longer waves can travel through the 
current for longer distance before it is blocked. In general, an opposing current causes 
waves to steepen (i.e. wave height increases and wavelength shorten) and eventually 
induces breaking. In strong interactions, the shortening of wavelength due to the 
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current is significant (about 50%) and thus shoaling due to wave-current interaction is 
also large.  
 
In Singapore waters and Malacca Straits, wave-current interactions play an important 
role in determining the final sea state. Tidal currents are dominant here because wind 
speeds are relatively low over this region and hence waves are not high enough to 
totally dominate the sea state. Typical maximum wind speed around this region is of 
the order 6 to 10 m/s (12 to 20 knots) and according to the sea state classification table 
(see table 5.1), typical sea state in this region ranges from slight to moderate. The 
absence of cyclones and hurricanes in tropical climate also limits the development of 
sea state. In addition, Malacca Straits is geographically well-sheltered from the open 
rough seas by the long continent of Indonesia (Sumatra and Java Island). All these 
reasons highlights the importance of wave-current interactions in determining the final 
sea state.  
 
For an accurate prediction of wave field in Malacca Straits, it is necessary to take into 
account wave-current interaction. The wave steepening caused by the interaction can 
intensify wave breaking, causing a navigation hazard for sailors and inducing a wave-
driven current and sediment transport. More often than not, waves propagating into a 
shallow tidal inlet such as Malacca Straits will shoal and break because of changes in 
water depth, focusing by shoals, and interactions with an opposing (ebb) current. 
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Table 5.1  Sea State and Wind Force Characteristics 
WIND SPEED RANGE WIND 
SPEED










Fetch Min Duration 
MIN MAX MIN MAX MIN MAX    SIGNIFICANT AVERAGE AVE 1/10th HIGH MIN MAX           
SEA 
STATE SEA DESCRIPTION COMMENT WIND FORCE WIND DESCRIPTION
Knots Knots Km/hr Km/hr mph mph Knots Feet Metres Feet Metres Feet Metres Secs Secs Secs Feet Metres Seconds Naut Miles Hours 
0 CALM (GLASSY)   0 CALM 0 0.99 0.0 1.8 0.0 1.1 0.0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 - - - - - - - - 
  1 VERY LIGHT 1 3 1.9 5.6 1.2 3.5 2.0 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.10 0.03 0.1 1.2 0.5 0.8 0.25 0.7 5.0 0.3 
1 CALM (RIPPLED Nominal Sea 
State 1 2 LIGHT BREEZE 4 6 7.4 11.1 4.6 6.9 5.0 0.29 0.09 0.18 0.05 0.37 0.11 0.4 2.8 1.4 6.7 2.04 2.0 8.0 0.7 
  7 10 13.0 18.5 8.1 11.5 8.5 1.00 0.30 0.60 0.18 1.20 0.37 0.3 5.0 2.4 20.0 6.10 3.4 9.8 1.7 
Nominal Sea 
State 2 
3 GENTLE BREEZE 
  10.0 1.40 0.43 0.88 0.27 1.80 0.55 1.0 6.0 2.9 27.0 8.23 4.0 10.0 2.4 2 SMOOTH (WAVELETS)
  11 16 20.4 29.6 12.7 18.4 12.0 2.20 0.67 1.40 0.43 2.80 0.85 1.0 7.0 3.4 40.0 12.19 4.8 18.0 3.8 
  13.5 2.90 0.88 1.80 0.55 3.70 1.13 1.4 7.6 3.9 52.0 15.85 5.4 24.0 4.8 
Nominal Sea 
State 3 14.0 3.30 1.01 2.00 0.61 4.20 1.28 1.5 7.8 4.0 59.0 17.98 5.6 23.0 5.2 
4 MODERATE BREEZE   
16.0 4.60 1.40 2.90 0.88 5.80 1.77 2.0 8.8 4.6 71.0 21.64 6.5 40.0 6.6 
3 SLIGHT 
  
17 21 31.5 38.9 19.6 24.2 18.0 6.10 1.86 3.80 1.16 7.80 2.38 2.5 10.0 5.1 90.0 27.43 7.2 55.0 8.3 
  19.0 6.90 2.10 4.30 1.31 8.70 2.65 2.8 10.6 5.4 99.0 30.18 7.7 65.0 9.2 
Nominal Sea 
State 4 
5 FRESH BREEZE   
20.0 8.00 2.44 5.00 1.52 10.00 3.05 3.0 11.1 5.7 111.0 33.83 8.1 75.0 10.0 4 MODERATE 
  22 27 40.7 50.0 25.3 31.1 22.0 10.00 3.05 6.40 1.95 13.00 3.96 3.4 12.2 6.3 134.0 40.84 8.9 100.0 12.0 




24.5 13.00 3.96 8.20 2.50 17.00 5.18 3.8 13.6 7.0 164.0 49.99 9.9 140.0 15.0 
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Nominal Sea 
State 5 26.0 15.00 4.57 9.60 2.93 20.00 6.10 4.0 14.5 7.4 133.0 40.54 10.5 130.0 17.0 
  28 33 51.9 61.1 32.2 38.0 28.0 13.00 3.96 11.00 3.35 23.00 7.01 4.5 15.5 7.9 212.0 64.62 11.3 230.0 20.0 
  30.0 22.00 6.71 14.00 4.27 28.00 8.53 4.7 16.7 8.6 250.0 76.20 12.1 280.0 23.0 
Nominal Sea 
State 6 30.5 23.00 7.01 14.00 4.27 29.00 8.84 4.8 17.0 8.7 253.0 77.11 12.4 290.0 24.0 6 VERY ROUGH
  
7 NEAR GALE 
  
32.0 26.00 7.92 16.00 4.88 33.00 10.06 5.0 17.5 9.1 285.0 86.87 12.9 340.0 27.0 
34 40 63.0 74.1 39.1 46.0 34.0 30.00 9.14 19.00 5.79 33.00 10.06 5.5 18.5 9.7 322.0 98.15 13.6 420.0 30.0   
36.0 35.00 10.67 21.00 6.40 44.00 13.41 5.8 19.7 10.3 363.0 110.64 14.5 500.0 34.0 
Nominal Sea 
State 7 37.0 37.00 11.28 23.00 7.01 46.70 14.23 6.0 20.5 10.5 376.0 114.60 14.9 533.0 37.0 7 HIGH 
  38.0 40.00 12.19 25.00 7.62 50.00 15.24 6.2 20.5 10.7 392.0 119.48 15.4 600.0 33.0 
  
8 GALE   
40.0 45.00 13.72 28.00 8.53 58.00 17.68 6.5 21.7 11.4 444.0 135.33 16.1 710.0 42.0 
Nominal Sea 
State 8 41 47 75.9 87.0 47.2 54.1 42.0 50.00 15.24 31.00 9.45 64.00 19.51 7.0 23.0 12.0 492.0 149.96 17.0 830.0 47.0 
44.0 58.00 17.68 36.00 10.97 73.00 22.25 7.0 24.0 12.5 534.0 162.76 17.7 900.0 52.0 9 
STRONG 
GALE   
46.0 64.00 19.51 40.00 12.19 81.00 24.69 7.0 25.0 13.1 590.0 179.83 18.5 1110.0 57.0 
48 55 88.9 101.9 55.2 63.3 48.0 71.00 21.64 44.00 13.41 90.00 27.43 7.5 26.0 13.8 650.0 198.12 19.4 1250.0 63.0 
8 VERY HIGH 
  
50.0 73.00 22.25 49.00 14.94 99.00 30.18 7.5 27.0 14.3 700.0 213.36 20.2 1420.0 69.0 
  51.1 83.00 25.30 52.00 15.85 106.00 32.31 8.0 28.0 14.7 736.0 224.33 20.8 1560.0 73.0 
Nominal Sea 
State 9 52.0 87.00 26.52 54.00 16.46 110.00 33.53 8.0 23.5 14.8 750.0 228.60 21.0 1610.0 75.0 
10 STORM   
54.0 95.00 28.96 59.00 17.98 121.00 36.88 8.0 29.5 15.4 810.0 246.89 21.8 1800.0 81.0 
56 63 103.7 116.7 64.4 72.5 56.0 103.00 31.39 64.00 19.51 130.00 39.62 8.5 31.0 16.3 910.0 277.37 22.6 2100.0 83.0 
11 VIOLENT STORM   59.5 116.00 35.36 73.00 22.25 143.00 43.59 10.0 32.0 17.0 935.0 284.99 24.0 2500.0 101.0 
9 PHENOMENAL
  
12 HURRICANE 64 71 118.5 131.5 73.6 81.7 61.0 128.00 39.01 80.00 24.38 164.00 49.99 10.0 35.0 - - - 26.0 - - 
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5.2 TEST DESCRIPTION 
 
In the following validation, we consider the situation where waves are travelling into a 
tidal inlet (in the positive +x direction) and are opposed by an ebb-tidal current flowing 
out through the inlet (in the –x direction). The channel is long and narrow thus the one-
dimensional assumption is valid. To compare with the experimental results reported by 
US Army Corps of Engineers Coastal Engineering Technical Note CETN IV-17 
( “Wave Breaking on an Opposing Current” March 1999 by Jane Mckee Smith), all 
simulations by SWAN are set with idential boundary conditions, incident wave 
conditions, depth and current profiles. The following figure 5.1 and 5.2 shows the 
depth and current profiles. 
 

















































 UCurrent Fig. 5.1 Depth profile of tidal inletFig. 5.2 Ebb-tidal current profile for wave current interaction  
The underwater bottom topography has been chosen such that to produce a spatially 
varying surface current. Underwater sand bars in tidal channels are usually oriented 
perpendicular to the dominant current direction and relatively long-crested, which 
reduces the calculation of surface currents to a quasi-one-dimensional problem. If the 
current flow is laminar, free of vertical current shear, and quasi-stationary, the 
relationship between the mean horizontal current U and the water depth D at position x 
is given by the simple continuity equation 
 
U(x)D(x)= constant (5.1) 
 
Hasselmans et al. [1992] demonstrated by model simulations that the above equation is 
a good approximation for the depth-averaged current over smooth sand waves, while 
the surface current was found to differ from the depth-averaged current by a constant 
offset due to wind effects. Assuming that this difference is usually small, we shall 
neglect it and take U(x) as given by above as surface current for the quasi-one-
dimensional test cases considered in this work. 
 
The length of the channel is 2500 ft (762.5 metres) long. Grid size ∆x=0.305m.  
Incident wave conditions: 
 
Hs=9ft (2.745m) 
Tp=10 sec and 5 sec 
Maximum ebb current U= -6ft/sec (1.83m/s) 
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To simulate monochromatic waves in SWAN, since wave spectrum in SWAN is 
discretized (both in frequencies and directions), the longcrested character of the waves 
is approximated with a very narrow directional distribution of the wave energy 
(coefficient of directional spreading cosm(θ) distribution is assumed and power m set to 
60). 
 
Wave conditions have been computed with the SWAN model under stationary mode 
with all dissipation formulations: whitecapping, breaking, bottom friction, triad wave-
wave interactions activated to simulate as closely as possible the experimental 
conditions. Note that for shallow water conditions in SWAN, the limiting wave height 
is based on the depth-limited breaking criteria Hmax/d=0.73. The equivalent roughness 
length scale of the bottom Kn=0.05m has been adopted in bottom friction calculations. 
 
5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
The following graphs fig 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) shows the SWAN simulated results plotted 
against experimental measurements for the two cases of long period (Tp =10s) and 
short (Tp =5s) period waves. These two cases reflect weak and strong wave-current 
interactions respectively. In the case of weak wave-current interactions fig 5.3(a), 
SWAN results agrees reasonably well with experimental results except that the wave 
height is overpredicted near the breaking location (the peak of the curve). This is either 
due to the fact that current-induced breaking has not been taken into account (SWAN 
only accounts for depth-induced breaking) or that near the breaking location, the 
measurement points are not finely-spaced enough to capture the sharp rise and fall of 
the wave height as the wave steepens and breaks. In strong interactions fig 5.3(b), it 
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can be seen that waves steepens and breaks as well. In both cases, the waves break at 
about x=1000 ft where current is maximum (1.83m/s) and hence where interaction is 
most intense and wave blocking is most likely to occur. The results of strong 
interaction matches reasonably well with experimental results except at x=1500ft 
where SWAN is unable to pick up the sudden increase in wave height. This may be 
attributed to the fact that depth-limited wave-breaking criterion adopted in SWAN is 
inadequate under wave-current conditions. 
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From the validation work conducted in Chapters 3 to 5 so far, it had been
SWAN is capable of predicting waves in the nearshore by taking into acc
physical processes dominant in the surf zone. Hence SWAN serves as a ful
shallow water wave model from which further studies and improvements c
In the next Chapter, an indepth study is made on the  dissipation terms i
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CHAPTER 6 
DISSIPATION PROCESSES IN SWAN 
 
6.1 DISSIPATION OF WAVE ENERGY (SDS)  
 
The dissipation term of wave energy in SWAN is represented by the summation of 
three main components: whitecapping Sds,w (σ, θ), bottom friction Sds,b (σ, θ) and 
depth-induced breaking Sds,br (σ, θ). Among the three different processes, the 
dissipation process of depth-induced wave-breaking is still not well understood and 
little is known about its spectral modelling. Presently, all dissipation models do not 
provide any information about the spectral distribution of the dissipated energy due to 
breaking. At most, what these dissipation models calculate is the total rate of breaking-
induced energy dissipation in random waves. Currently in the latest version of SWAN 
(Cycle III version 40.11), the total dissipation (integrated over the entire spectrum) due 
to depth-induced wave breaking can be well-modeled with the dissipation of a bore 
applied to the breaking waves in a random field. Supported by laboratory observations 
(e.g. by Battjes and Beji, 1992; Vincent et al., 1994; Arcilla et al.,1994; Eldeberky and 
Battjes, 1996) which show that the shape of initially uni-modal spectra propagating 
across simple (barred) beach profiles is fairly insensitive to depth-induced breaking, 
Eldeberky and Battjes (1995) was able to formulate a spectral version of the bore 
model of Battjes and Janssen (1978) which conserves the spectral shape. This spectral 
form of energy dissipation due to wave breaking has been incorporated into the 





6.2 BORE BASED MODEL 
 
The bore-based model of Battjes and Janssen (1978), used in SWAN, can be described 
in 3 parts: firstly to predict the random nature of waves, secondly to prescribe a wave 
breaking criterion and finally to calculate and quantify the energy dissipation in a 
broken wave. The following sections will address these three parts in the order 
described above. 
 
6.2.1 PREDICTING RANDOM WAVES 
 
In contrast to monochromatic waves, there is no well-defined breakpoint for random 
waves. The largest waves tend to break farthest offshore and smaller waves closer to 
shore. At each spatial point there are both broken and unbroken waves (sometimes 
having the same wave height) and the percentage of broken waves varies as a function 
of position (Thornton and Guza 1983). 
 
To describe the random nature of wave heights, the model assumes the shape of the 
wave height distribution in the surf zone to be of the Rayleigh-type, described by 










Rayleigh Probability Density FunctionP(H) 
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In using the above distribution, the model assumes that for each local depth h only a 
maximum wave height Hb can be sustained and that the heights of all waves which are 
breaking or broken at the point considered, and only those, are equal to  
 
Hb. It is noted, however, that not all the heights of broken waves passing a fixed point 
are equal, nor are they all necessarily larger than those of non-broken waves (Battjes 
and Janssen 1978).                                                                                                                                     
 
We define the probability that at a given spatial point, a passing wave height is 
associated with a breaking or broken wave (Qb) to be 
 
{ } 2 21 ˆPr exp( / )
2b m m
Q H H H H= ≥ = −  (6.2) 
 
Assuming Hm is the incipient breaking height and Hrms is defined as, by substituting 




ˆ( ) 2(1 )rms bH H dF H Q
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= = −∫ 2H   (6.3) 
 











Q −=−  (6.4) 
 
i.e.  (6.5) )/( mrmsb HHfQ =
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 This is a key element of their model. It expresses the fraction of waves which at any 
one point are breaking or already broken, in terms of the ratio of the rms wave height 
(equivalent to mean energy density, E actually present) to the maximum wave height 
which a given depth can sustain. 
 
6.2.2 WAVE BREAKING CRITERION 
 
To  prescribe a criterion for the maximum wave height that each depth can sustain. 
Miche’s (1954) criterion for maximum height of periodic waves of constant form is 
given by: 
 
10.88 tanh( 0.88)bH k khγ−=  (6.6) 
 
which in shallow water reduces to 
 
bH hγ=    (6.7) 
 
where γ allows for some freedom of adjustment, accounting for effects of beach slope 







6.2.3 ENERGY DISSIPATION IN A BROKEN WAVE 
 
The last step in the model is to calculate and quantify the energy dissipation in a 
broken wave. It had been observed that for spilling breakers, the turbulence generated 
after the wave crest plunges is confined to a surface layer, primarily between the crest-
trough region which at least qualitatively resembles the  
 
 
processes of a bore. For this reason the rate of energy dissipation due to shallow water 
wave breaking is usually modeled after a bore, an approach originally suggested by 
LeMehauté (1962).  
 
Here you can see what a tidal bore looks like and how it is related to wave breaking. 
 
 













Energy dissipation due to a bore is similar to that of a hydraulic jump. The details of 
the turbulence dynamics in the bore is avoided by applying conservation of  mass and 
momentum at regions of uniform flow upstream and downstream of the bore.  
 
As derived in fundamental fluid dynamics, the headloss hL (energy per unit weight [m] ) 
caused by the jump in the free surface is 
 







3)( hh − 12
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hL =  (6.8) 
 









1 −= ρε  (6.9) 
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where Q is the volume discharge per unit area across the bore. Several formulations for 
the bore discharge Q have been suggested. The simplest description of Q for waves is 







here h is the water depth w.r.t to MSL at the bore location. c (=L/T) is the wave 
speed and L is the wavelength. If, as is the case here, the broken wave is one of a 
sequence on a sloping beach, then the flow conditions on either side of it are non-








at most in order of magnitude. For this reason order of magnitude estimates has been 
used: 
 




21 hhh ≈  
BHg 1)(1
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The dependence on depth is further reduced by assuming H/h=1, as being of order one 
where most of the dissipation occurs, Thornton and Guza (1983) obtain  
 
fHgB 231 ρε =bore 4  (6.14) 
B is a breaker coefficient accounting for differences in various breaker types and is 
considered as a function of the proportion of the foam region on the face of the breaker. 
 is a measure of the intensity of breaking and it is expected that the coefficient B will 
depend on breaking wave characteristics. Usually “B” will be the only unspecified 
 
 
 application to random waves, we are interested in the expected value of the 
broken waves which have 
a wave height equal to Hm and a probability of occurrence (at a fixed point) equal to Qb 
area under the delta function at Hb of the truncated Rayleigh wave height pdf). 
Furthermore, the mean frequency (
 
It
parameter in the model to be determined from data. f is the wave frequency and H the 
actual wave height of a single breaker. 
6.2.4 ENERGY DISSIPATION IN RANDOM WAVES 
In
dissipated energy per unit area. The model is only applied to 
(which is the percentage of breaking waves at a particular location, this is equal to the 
f ) of the energy spectrum has been used here as a 
representative value of f.  
 





ρε = B 2
3
 (6.15) 
In SWAN,  this expression becomes 
 
 





where εbore = Dtot 
Equation 6.16 is basically the same as equation 6.15 except that factor gρ
 3BBJ =α σ  is the mean angular frequency and it is normalised with π2 . 
 
6.2.5  SPECTRAL MODELING 
hat have been described so far is a theoretical model that predicts the total rate of 
 To incoporate the dissipation model into energy-
ensity models such as SWAN, dissipation due to wave breaking has to be 
roximation). Combinations of independent wave 








reformulated into a spectral form, i.e. dissipation as a function of frequency. The 
model proposed by Eldeberky and Battjes (1996) is adopted in SWAN and will be 
described below. 
 
The restriction of this model is that it is confined to wave fields with an initially single-
peaked spectrum (in the linear app
sy
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In the experiments done by Battjies and Beji [1992] to study transformation of random 
waves over a submerged bar, it was found that the evolution of the spectral shape, 
including the appearance of a high-frequency peak due to harmonic generation, were 
irtually the same for nonbreaking and breaking waves (whether spilling breakers or 
(1) dissipation due to wave breaking does not interact with other processes 




(negati poral rate of change of spectral density. According to 
e 2 hypotheses above, the source term must be proportional to the local energy 
v
plunging breakers). Breaking contributes to the spectral evolution simply by extracting 
energy roughly in proportion to the local spectral density. 
 
Hence the following 2 hypotheses form the basis for modelling breaking-induced 
dissipation. (Eldeberky and Battjes 1996) 
 
affecting wave evolution, including triad interactions. 
 
that it does not influence the local rate of evolution of the spectral shape (but 
only of the total energy) 
he context of a balance equation for spectral energy density, the effect of wave 
g can be formulated as a spectral energy “source” term Sds,br, representing a 
ve) contribution to the tem
th
density and it’s spectral integral should equal Dtot, the total local rate of energy 




,ds br tot E
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ES D σσ = −  (6.17) 
 
and finally extending it to include spectral directions, the dissipation for a spectral 








where ),( θσE is the energy density at frequency σ and direction θ .  is the total 
wave energy (integral over entire frequency and directional spectrum). Figure 6.4 






























Frequency spectrum before breaking 
Spectral dissipation due to breaking
Frequency spectrum after breaking
 





6.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE BORE BASED MODEL 
 
The common approach of most random wave studies is to cut off the portion of the 
wave height pdf beyond a breaker height, which is controlled by the water depth and 
other factors. The methods differ in the techniques of cutoff and the formulae used to 
define breaker heights. A shortcoming of some earlier models is that the calculated 
wave heights depend only on local depth, although later the coefficient γ allows for 
some freedom of adjustment, accounting for effects of beach slope and of 
transformation to random waves. The table below shows some of the different 
approaches by various researchers. 
 
 
Table 6.1 Modified probability density functions due to wave breaking  














A deficiency of all the models in table 6.1 above, including the Battjes and Jansen 
odel used in SWAN and except for the Goda (1975) model, is that the wave height 
istribution, although conceptually simple, is not a good representation of the 
easured wave height pdf because of the delta function and truncation at Hb. In their 
alidation with laboratory measurements, the agreement between calculated and 
bserved Hrms does not mean that the underlying pdf’s are similar, as Battjes and 
nssen themselves noted. 
nother deficiency in the present model is in using the headloss due to a hydraulic 
mp to approximate energy loss in a broken wave. This assumption has its limitations 
s regions upstream and downstream of the breaker are clearly governed by nonlinear 
and non-uni p model. 
ence in the following investigations, we shall seek to address these problems. 
 transformation model by Battjes and Janssen [1978] was 











form flow, unlike uniform flow assumed by the hydraulic jum
H
 
6.4 PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS TO WAVE BREAKING MODEL 
ADOPTED IN SWAN 
 
6.4.1 BREAKING WAVE HEIGHT DISTRIBUTION 
 
The existing random wave
fu
analysis of the experiments conducted at Torrey Pines Beach, California [1978], it was 
concluded that wave heights appear to be nearly Rayleigh under a much wider range of 
conditions than the strict assumptions of a narrow band Gaussian (linear) process 
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would imply. Hence wave height data even within the surf zone are reasonably well 
 
ow that the wave height distribution in the surf zone is verified to be of Rayleigh 
tribution. It is important at 
is stage to draw the difference between wave height distribution and breaking wave 
height distribution conforms to that of a typical 
ayleigh distribution. As expected, the breaking wave height distribution show that 
scribing Pb(H). 
described by the Rayleigh distribution. 
N
type, the next step is to obtain the breaking wave height dis
th
height distribution. The Rayleigh pdf applied in the surf zone includes breaking, 
broken and non-breaking waves i.e. all waves. However, in order to calculate the 
breaking wave dissipation, we must specify which waves are breaking. Experiments 
have been conducted at Soldiers Beach, Monterey, California was set up with the 
objective of measuring the breaking wave height distribution.  
 
In the experiments, the measured wave 
R
even at say 5-m depth, the waves occasionally broke, and it was not always the largest 
waves that broke. This is what the truncated Rayleigh pdf adopted by Battjes and 
Janssen [1978] was unable to capture because it assumes that all breaking and broken 
waves are of the same and the largest wave height Hm. 
 
Since there is no theory for describing breaking wave height distribution Pb(H), 
Thornton and Guza [1983] simply fit empirical expressions to the observed 





(1) Pb(H) should resemble the observations 
(2) Pb(H) is a subset of the distribution P(H) for all waves, breaking and non-
breaking 
(3) the area under the Pb(H) distribution is equal to the percent of breaking waves 
and this means that Pb(H) is not a pdf since area under a pdf equals to 
g of the 




2. According to rule 3, 
 
 (6.20) 
→0, i.e all waves are breaking. 
a (1983) proposed a simple hypothesis that the waves break in 
roportion to the distribution for all waves, so that 
probability one. 
 









where Ab is the fraction of all waves which are breaking and that in deep water, Ab→0 














AH == γ)(  is that it is independent of actual wave 
 (6.21) 
 
where H  and n a variable to be determined from the observations. 
he form for W(H) above is motivated by the fact that the importance of the parameter 
The limitation with 






Hrms/γh is expected because of the well-known depth limiting conditions for shallow 
water monochromatic waves,  
 
nHW 
By comparing both proposed forms of weighting function W(H) with experiments and 
assigning n=4 for equation 6.21 and n=2 for equation 6.22, they are able to obtain 
reasonable descriptions of the percent of all waves which are breaking. The modified 
expression of W(H) (equation 6.22) gives a better fit to data.  
height since W(H)=constant. Thorton and Guza’s field observations, however, show 
that at a particular location, the largest waves are more likely to break. Hence a greater 
proportion of the larger waves contribute to the breaking wave distribution, resulting in 
e breaking wave distribution generally being skewed to the higher waves relative to th
the Rayleigh. To give more weightage to larger waves, Thorton and Guza (1983) 













γγ  (6.22) 
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 6.4.2 ENERGY DISSIPATION 
Based on the concept of a periodic bore from equation 6.13, the energy dissipation for 
a single breaking wave can be described by 
 
 




By multiplying the dissipation for a single broken wave
 (6.23) 
 of height H with the 
robability of wave breaking at each height Pb(H), Thornton and Guza obtained two 
 energy dissipation corresponding to the two 
eighting functions (6.21) and (6.22) respectively.  
p
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with n = 4,  
 













For 1))(exp(1)(  hhHW γγ  (better fit to data) 
 

















5 13 Hπ  (6.25) 
 
Equations 6.24 and 6.25 will be tested in SWAN later on. 
 
idering the deficiencies of the periodi  uniform flow upstream 
and downstream of the bore has been assumed, Dally et al. (1985) proposed another 
energy dissipation model based on the observation of stable wave height on horizontal 
bed. In their model, the rate of energy dissipation per unit plan area is proportional to 
the difference between the local energy flux and the stable energy flux 
 









he main concern addressed here is that none of the models developed and evaluated 
ps can predict 
this effect. The advantage of Dally et al.’s model is that it is able to reproduce the 
pause (or stop breaking) in the wave breaking process at a finite wave height on a 
horizontal bed or in the recovery zone while the bore model gives a continuous 




to date provide a demonstrated, completely general capability for representing wave 
transformation across the surf zone. Most importantly, it is noted that one of the most 
crucial features that is not represented in most models is that of the wave height 
stabilizing at some value in a uniform depth following the initiation of breaking. 
None of the energy dissipation models based on moving hydraulic jum
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Horizontal bottom 






Incident or breaking wave height 
Stable wave height 






A typical beach profile consisting of a sloping and horizontal bott as above i
considered. Wave is propagating onto this profile such that break oint 
where the bottom becomes horizontal. The wave, upon breaking at section A-A, will 
not instantaneously stop breaking because the bottom becomes horizontal but breakin
would continue until some stable wave height is attained at section B-B.  
 
The rate of energy dissipation per unit p  to be proportional to th
difference between the local energy flux and the stable energy flux: 
 
om 
ing starts at the p











K is a dimensionless decay coefficient, h is the still water depth and ECgs is the stable 
energy flux that the breaking wave is striving to attain. 
 
 and Cg are defined as follows E
 
21 gHE ρ=   (6.28) 
8
ghg =C  (6.29) 
 
To formulate the stable wave energy flux, the laboratory test of Horikawa and Kuo 
966] with an identical bottom configuration is used for calibration. Their data 
 (6.30) 
where Hs is the stable wave height and Γ is a dimensionless coefficient whose values 
by calibration with experimental data lies somewhere between 0.35 and 0.40. 
 
Other than this specific bottom configuration, examination of their experimental data 
for the case of waves breaking on plane slopes reveal that breaking waves tended to 
approach asymptotically the line H=0.5h. Therefore, this supports the reasonable 
supposition that  with Γ between 0.35 and 0.40 lies within the same range of Γ 
ssignable parameters K and Γ, are relatively 
onstant for beaches encompassing natural slope ranges (1/80 to 1/20). Although the 
model is
multiple bar/trough systems are present. Figure 6.6 and 6.7 below show the 
[1
indicate a stable wave criterion given by  
 
H hs Γ=
 most successful on profiles of monotonic shape, it is also employable when 
hH Γ=s
values. The best fit values of these two a
c
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experimental results of Horikawa and Kuo (1996) for waves breaking on a shelf and on 
a plane slope of 1/65 respectively. 
 
 
Figure 6.6 Experimental results of Horikawa and Kuo [1966] showing waves breaking on a   
shelf  approaching stable wave height (H is the actual measured wave height (m) and h’ 
the solid line. Equation is as follows [ ]{ } 21222 ))'(exp())'((' Γ+−Γ−= hxkhHhH b  where subscript 
is directed onshore 
is the still water depth (m)).  Analytical solution with K=0.2 and Γ=0.35 is displayed as 
Experimental results of Horik

















                   
 
  Still water depth h’ (cm)awa and Kuo [1966] showing waves breaking on a   
ing stable wave criterion H=0.5*depth 
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To obtain single values for K and Γ which will give satisfactory results for all beach 
slopes, the set of values for K and Γ where the sum of errors for all slopes were 
minimised was selected. This set of values occurs at K=0.15 and Γ=0.40. and these 
values a uitable to be used in situations where the bottom slope varies over a wide 
range. I e beach is nearly planar, the values from table 6.2 below may be used 
accordin
















d by Table 6.2 Best fit values for Γ and k (The error function to be minimized is define
11   == j mjj mjPj
To refine the calculation of energy dissipation, Rattanap
21
122 )()),((),(   −Γ=Γ ∑∑ −NN HHKHK   where Hmj is the measured wave height (mε ), Hpj is the wave 
height at that location as predicted by the numerical scheme for given incipient conditions and 
values of Γ and K, and N is the number of data points analysed. 
 






])()([ 22 hhHDB Γ−=  (6.31) 
er, it should be noted that the experiments consist of m c waves 
ng on plane slo  plane smooth  and concrete  1/20, 1/30, 
1/80. The wave varied from 1. s and the incip aker heights 
from 7 cm to 27 cm, spanning both plunging and spilling breaker types. 
 
itikon and Shibayama (1998) 
analyzed the energy dissipation models of previous researchers and re-calibrated with a 
wide range of experimental and field data to come up with new improved coefficients 
Howev onochromati
breaki pes for rubber slopes of
1/65, period 2 to 2.3 ient bre
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for regular wave model. Then
and came up with  irregular wave model with fraction of breaking included. 
 
Based on the assumption that the average rate of energy dissipation in breaking waves 
is proportional to the difference between local mean energy density and stable energy 
density, the average rate of energy dissipation for random breaking waves with the 
fraction of breaking incorporated can be expressed as, 
 
 based on this new regular wave model, they modified 
5 pbCQK
ral wave period Tp, h is the water depth, Em is the local mean 
][ smB EEh
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 by Dally et al (1985). K5 is the  
proportionality constant, Qb is the fraction of breaking waves, Cp is the phase velocity 
related to the peak spect
energy density, Es is the stable energy density, Hrms is the root mean square wave 














where K6 is the coefficient, Lp is the wavelength related to the peak spectral wave 














D −−−= ρ  (6.36) 
 
Qb , the fraction of breaking waves, is determined from the derivation of Battjes and 
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where K7 is the coefficient, Lo is the deep-water wavelength related to the peak spectral 
wave period, and m is the bottom slope. 
 
he coefficients K5 - K7 are calibrated using large-scale experimental data from 
lving 
regular waves, covering incident wave height from 13.9cm to 60.1 cm and wave 
periods from 2.8s to 9.8s. Trial simulatio
K7=0.10 give good agreement between measured and computed rms wave heights. 
Finally, the energy dissipation rate of irregular breaking waves has been derived to be  
 
T
SUPERTANK Laboratory (Kraus and Smith 1994) data collection project invo
ir


















where Cp is the phase velocity related to the peak spectal wave period Tp and Lp is the 
wavelength related to the peak spectral wave period. 
 
Since the model is calibrated only with the large scale experiments of Kraus and Smith 
[1994], the model was verified with small scale experiments of Smith and Kraus 
[1990], field data from DELILAH project (Smith et al 1993) and field data of Thornton 
and Guza [1986]. (all had irregular waves and varying botto  conditions) 
 
For comparsion with small-scale experiment, equation 6.39 predicts well except it 
cannot predict the rapid increase and decrease in wave heights near narrow crested bar. 
Generally, the model with equation 6.39 gives good results except it tends to under-
predict wave heights very close to the shore. 
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 In summary, the irregular wave model was capable of simulating the increase in rms 
wave height due to shoaling and subsequent decrease due to breaking over a wide 
range of wave and bottom conditions.  
 
6.4.3 NEW PROPOSED MODEL TO IMPROVE BOTH BREAKING WAVE 
HEIGHT DISTRIBUTION AND ENERGY DISSIPATION 
 
Considering that both the underlying wave height distribution and the energy 
issipation should be improved for better wave height transformation prediction, a 
n underlying truncated Rayleigh distribution to 




logical step will be to incorporate a breaking wave height distribution on an energy 
dissipation model based on energy flux difference. Equation 6.39 by Rattanapitikon W. 
and Shibayama T.[1998] still relies on a
p
we remove Qb and replace the truncated Rayleigh wave height distribution with th
g wave height distribution of Thornton and Guza (1983). 
 
 
The calculation and derivation is as follows: 
 
From  Rattanapitikon W. and Shibayama T.(1998)’s equation 6.39, we remove Qb and 














ρ  −−−= 22 ))0.258.0exp((hHD p  (6.40) 
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 we then multiply the actual breaking wave height H by the probability of wave 


























−−−= ∫∞ 2 .258.0exp(()(1.0 hdHHPHgD p ρ (6.41) 
 





For Thornton and Guza’s s ion o
 




















dHHHP rmsb γ  (6.43) 
 











































γ  (6.45) 
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 (detailed derivation for equation 6.42-6.45 are presented in Appendix A) 
 will able to arrive at  two 
ew dissipation functions corresponding to the skewed and unskewed expressions of 
Thornton and Guza (1983). 
 
or Thornton and Guza’s unskewed expression of Pb, we get 
 





































































































The next step will be to incorporate the dissipation functions by Thornton and Guza 
(1983), Rattanapitikon and Shibayama (1998) and the new proposed function into 
SWAN to compare the results with the original Battjes and Janssen model and to 
tion will discuss the numerical 










reaking waves have been described. This chapter will go on to implement these 
(1983) with Rattanapitikon and 
Shibayama (1998) 
7.2 NUMERICAL SCHEME FOR DISSIPATION IN SWAN 
 
The numerical estimations of the source terms in SWAN are essentially implicit. This 
is achieved with explicit or implicit approximations of the source terms which in the 
computations final convergence is obviously never achieved and the estimations of the 
wave breaking, the integration is generally more 
stable if an implicit scheme is used. The strongly nonlinear, negative source term of 




In the previous Chapter, the various approaches for calculating energy dissipation of 
b
approaches into the numerical scheme of SWAN so as to test them later on. The 
approaches to be tested will include: 
1. Thornton and Guza (1983) 
2. Rattanapitikon and Shibayama (1998) 
3. A combination of Thorton and Guza 
 
limit of a large number of iterations, always result in an implicit estimation. In actual 
source terms are therefore strictly speaking only approximately implicit. For negative 
source terms such as depth-induced 
th-induced wave breaking S at iteration l
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)()( 1111 −−−− −∂
∂+Φ≈ nnnnnn EE
E
SES  (7.1) 
 
In SWAN, all source terms depend on energy density and can be described as a quasi-
linear term: S=φE in which φ is a coefficient that depends on (integral) wave 
parameters such as Etot, σ, k, and action densities of other spectral components.  
To achieve even more stable computations for this source term, the term Φ E  in 
this formulation has been replaced by nn E1−Φ  (making the formulation somewhat 
more implicit and thus more robust). This process of depth-induced wave breaking has 
been formulated such that totaSS =  and totaEE = , the derivative ES ∂∂  is 
analytically determined as tottot ES ∂∂  (where a is identical in both expressions and the 
total energy E  and 
11 −− nn
From equation 6.16, 
tot the total source Stot are the integrals over all frequencies and 
irections of E(σ, θ) and Sds,br (σ, θ), respectively) 
 
7.3 ORIGINAL METHOD IN SWAN 
 
(For in depth details of the numerical methods and definition of terms,  please refer to 












2HfQAlphaD =      with SMEBRKf =  (7.2) 
 
where D  is the energy dissipation due to a random wave as defined in previous 
chapters. The source term (per direction per frequency) Sbr due to breaking is: 
 














EWSIYIXIsIDACSIGMAWS *),,,(2** ==  (7.3) 
ith: 






AlphaWS b=  (7.5) 
 
)(/)1(8 2 bbmtot QInQHE −−==  BB (equation normalized by ρg) (7.6) 
 
SMEBRK = mean frequency by first order moment 
SIGMA     = relative frequency 
AC2          = action density array 
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The local maximum wave height Hm is compu
he fraction of breaking waves Qb is calculated in the subroutine FRABRE2 
sipation is computed implicitly using the last computed value 
r the action density Nold (at the spatial gridpoint under consideration). 
 
Sbr  = WS * N 
     = Sbr_new + (d Sbr/d N) (Nnew - Nold) 
       = WS * Nnew + SbrD * (Nnew - Nold) 
     = (WS + SbrD)* Nnew - SbrD * Nold 
(7.7) 
erivative of the source term Sbr with respect to the 
ction density N 
ted in subroutine SSDIPA. 
T
 




       = SURFA1 * Nnew - SURFA0 * Nold 
 





SbrD *dWSdSbr +==  (7.8) 
  





dz ** =  (T
for example  
Take  and   (y is proportional to x) 24yz = xy 2=
216xz =∴  




















































7.4 NEW NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION METHOD FOR THORNTON 
AND GUZA (1983) 
 

























































−=  (7.14) 
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mH




B +=  (7.15) 
 






ollowing the previous scheme 












dSbr +== *SbrD  (7.18) 
 





+  EdWSdSbr tot= *
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with WS and SbrD available, we are able to compute the breaking source term 
 
Sbr = (WS + SbrD)* Nnew - SbrD * Nold 
 
Alternatively, we are also interested to inco
by Thornton and Guza (1983) to study the differences in results. 
 








π=D  (7.21) 
 






















Once again, we are able to substitute WS and SbrD into  
 
Sbr = (WS + SbrD)* Nnew - SbrD * Nold 
 
7.5 NEW NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION METHOD FOR 




















For this equation, the differentiation is lengthy and therefore several substitutions is 
required to avoid errors. We introdu
 






bInQ=K  (7.25) 
1.0 phc
8


































− 1.01.0 25.0 bpbtotbtotb YWQkEQXEQY −+ +−  (7.30) 
 
 
7.6 NEW NUMERICAL 
MODEL (2003), COMBINATION OF THORNTON AND GUZA (1983) 
WITH
n, 
IMPLEMENTATION METHOD FOR PRESENT 
 RATTANAPITIKON AND SHIBAYAMA (1998) 
 







































































































































































 −−−−= 22 ))258.0exp((  (7.39) 
 





























To verify the different energy dissipation models proposed by the various authors, 
these dissipation mode
compared with experimental observations to be described below. 
 
.2 WAVE FLUME EXPERIMENTS 
SWAN model results have been compared with the experimental results by Battjes and 
Janssen (1978). Basically, their tests had been carried out on a  plane beach and on a 
ar-trough profile. The experiments were carried out in a flume that has an overall 
ngth of 45m, width 0.8m and height 1m. Random waves were produced using a 
hydraulically driven random-wave generator. Two beaches with different profiles have 
been built: a plane beach with 1:20 slope and a beach with idealized bar-trough profile 
consisting of two 1:20 plane sections sloping seawards, connected by a 1:40 plane 
ows: 
Figure 8.1 Bar trough profile 
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT DISSIPATI





















plane slope bar trough
1:40
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 The  beaches were made of compacted sand, finished with a smooth cement-sand 
mortar layer, making them impermeable. The material of the beach’s surface will be 
important for reflection considerations as described later on.  
 
A summary of the independent parameters used in the experiments is given in the 
following table. In particular, the experimental results of run 3 and 13 has been used in 
this model comparison study. 
 
n Profile Deep water depth  
d  (m) 
Mean frequency  Ru
1 f
depth and dista m the shore (all in metres) respectively.
(Hz) 
Deep water wave 
height Hrmso (m) 
3 plane 0.697 0.407 0.126 
13 Bar-trough 0.762 0.497 0.113 
 
Table 8.1 Summary of independent parameters used in the experiments 
 
The variables used in the following sections have been normalized with the deep water 
rms wave height as follows: 
 
ormsrms
HHH ≡~  (8.1) 
Hdd ≡~  
orms
orms
Hxx ≡~  
 
where Hrms, d and x are the actual root-mean square wave height, actual local water 
 nce fro  
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8.3 N SETU SUMPTION
RE
 
As input to SWAN, the geometry of the wave tank was provided and incident wave 
putations in this report were run on stationary mode i.e 
SWA P: AS S MADE AND SWAN OPTIONS 
CONSIDE D 
parameters reported by Battjes and Janssen (1978) were used to specify the incoming 
boundary conditions. All com
0=∂t
switched off. This is due to the fact that quadraplet-wave interactions cause the spectra 
to broaden which does not happen in a wave tank. Frequency shifting and refraction 
were left as default. 
All dissipation mechanisms: depth-induced breaking, bottom-friction and triad 
interactions were activated and default values were used. The breaking constant 
gamma is kept at a default value of  0.73. 
∂ . This assumes that the time scale of changes in the boundary conditions, 
current, wind o
computational area. For experimental waves in the flume this is certainly true. Further 
assumptions were made on which options to activate in SWAN. Firstly, it is assumed 
that there are no currents set up in the flume. In fact, there is current set up from the 
ackflow of the water at the end of the flume, however, this is extremely small. For the 
rms
regular waves, which 
orresponds to 0.15-1.75% of the wave celerity. The return flow will even be smaller 
addition, 
wind w  thus both wind growth and whitecapping options were 
itched off. As recommended in Ris (1997), quadraplet-wave interactions were 
 
r tide are much less than the time of waves remaining in the 
b
wave parameters tested (d≈0.7m, T=2-2.5s, H =0.1-0.2m) Stokes wave theory (fifth 
order) predicts a return flow of 0.004 to 0.035m/s for 
c




 For each type of  botttom configuration considered, SWAN was run in both 1D and 2D 
modes and significant differences was noted in their results. This is due to both the fact 
that SWAN cannot handle a purely unidirectional wave train in 2D mode and the 
errors due to the lateral boundaries propagating into the computational domain.  
 
For lateral boundaries where no wave information is prescribed, SWAN assumes that 
no waves enter the area and that waves can leave the area freely. These assumptions 
obviously contain errors which propagate into the model. These boundaries must 
therefore be chosen sufficiently far away from the area where reliable computations are 
needed so that they do not affect the computational results. The affected areas with 
rrors are typically regions with the apex at the corners of the water boundary with 
Fig. 8.2 Disturbed regions in the computational grid due to erroneous boundary conditions   
              are indicated with shaded areas. 
e
wave information, spreading towards shore at an angle of 30 to 45 degrees for wind 









xc axis Computational grid
mean wave direction 
Non-zero wave boundary 
mean wave direction 
xp axis
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 To simulate a unidirectional wave train in these simplified tests, we use a very narrow 
directional distribution (large [ms] in the BOUNDPAR2 command) and the width of 
the computational domain is also widened to prevent errors due to lateral boundaries 
rom inflencing the area of interest. Upon doing this, it was found that 1D and 2D tests 
gave only a um difference in results of 1-2%. Hence for all following test, only 
1D mode is adopted. 
 
 
8.4 CASE STUDY I: PLANESLOPE PROFILE 
 
The source code in SWAN w orate the following dissipation 
models  
 
i) Thornton and Guza (1983), skewed 
), unskewed 
iii) Rattanapitikon and Shibayama et al. (1998) 
iv) Present model (2003), combination of skewed Thornton and Guza (1983) 
with Rattanapitikon and Shibayama (1998) 
 
In the following graphs presented, the results were produced by various versions of 
SWAN with new codes corresponding to the models listed above. These were 
compared with both experimental data and the original Battjes and Janssen dissipation 
model in SWAN. All computations are run in 1D mode. The  boundary conditions in 
f
 maxim
as modified to incorp
ii) Thornton and Guza (1983
 105
SWAN was specified according to the incident wave parameters reported by Battjes 
he graph below shows results generated by the old and new models for the case of a 
plan lope
 
and Janssen (1978) and the computational domain follows the dimensions of the flume.  
 
T
es  profile. 









SWAN 1D (Thornton & Guza 1983, skewed)
SWAN 1D (Battjes and Jassen 1978)
∼
    H 
d 
 
omparison of dissipation models using SWAN 1D simulation 





experiment run 3 (Battjes & Janssen 1978)
SWAN 1D (Rattanapitikon et al 1998)
SWAN 1D (Thornton & Guza 1983, unskewed)
SWAN 1D (present model, 2003)
∼




Figure 8.3 Comparison of dissipation models using SWAN 1D simulation over a planeslope  
                   profile 
 
As observed, most of the deviation from experimental results occur in the region after 
breaking (0.8< d <2.7) where the original model by Battjes and Janssen (1978) still 
gave the best prediction. However beyond d =2.7 which is approximately the breaking 
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point, Thornton’s unskewed equation and the present model were able to give a more 
accurate prediction. Expectedly, Thornton’s skewed equation (6.25) yields better 
results than the unskewed equation (6.24). This is because observations show that at a 
particular location, the largest waves are more likely to break. Hence a greater 
proportion of the larger waves contribute to the breaking wave distribution, resulting in 
the breaking wave distribution generally being skewed to the higher waves relative to 
the Rayleigh. The present model was able to pick up the last point at d
f.
=0.5 whereas 
the orginal Battjes and Janssen (1978) model results were further of  It should be 





wave heights nearer to shore beginning at water depth of about 0.4m.  
 
For a simple planeslope profile, all disspa ion models appear capable of predicting 
quantitatively and qualitatively the main features of the experimental data where the 
wave height increases as the waves undergoes shoaling nearshore and subsequently 
suddenly decreasing due to wave breaking. However, the model proposed by 
Rattanapitikon and Shibayama (1998) were unable to produce very good results as the 
dissipation is too small and thus the wave heights are grossly over-predicted. It should 
<2.7), the accuracy of the experimental 
observations measured by wave gauges will be affected under the conditions of 
turbulence and bubble entrainment. Hence it is recognised that even if the m
sults were to coincide exactly with experi ental results, it does not necessarily imply 
 more accuate prediction. The experim al results do serve as a benchmark for 
omparsion for the various dissipation m and it is equally important that the trend 
d by 





of evolution of wave heights as it undergoes shoaling and breaking is well-capture
th
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also be noted that SWAN computes only up to a minumum water depth of 0.05m, 
beyond this limit no computations are carried out. 
 
8.5 CASE STUDY II:  BAR-TROUGH PROFILE 
 
It is imperative in this study to apply the new models on the more demanding bottom 
configuration of a bar-trough profile to test their reactions on profile changes. 
Similarly, all computations are run in 1D mode.  
 
















Figure 8.4 Detailed bathymetry for bar trough profile 
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experiment run 13(Battjes 1978)
SWAN (Battjes and Janssen 1978)
SWAN (Rattanapitikon et al 1998)
SWAN (present model, 2003)
SWAN (Thornton et al 1983, skewed)
SWAN (Thornton et al 1983, unskewed)
H     
∼
    X 









Figure 8.5 Comparison of dissipation models using SWAN 1D simulation over  
a bar trough profile (legend shows SWAN with the different dissipation models) 
 
From the results presented in the graph above, all models are able to capture the 
general trend of rapid increase and decrease in wave heights near the peak of the 
narrow-crested bar at x =105. However, the models shows significant differences  in 
their capability to predict the subsequent increase in wave height after passing the 
trough. Rattanapitikon and Shibayama’s model gave the poorest results that were the 
furthest from experimental data. Similar to the case of the planeslope profile, 
dissipation was underestimated leading to an overprediction of wave heights at all 
times. The rest of the models were generally capable of predicting the main features of 
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the experimental data. However, we require a more exact way to evaluate the accuracy 
of the p t mean 
square s  
 
rediction. The verification results are presented in terms of the roo
(rms) relative error, ER, as used by Dally et al. (1985) which is defined a
tn tn
22





/)(100  (8.2) 
 
where i is the wave height number, Hci is the computed wave height of number i, Hmi is 
the measured wave height of number i, and tn is the total number of measured wave 
height. Smaller values of ER means better prediction.  
 
The table below shows the ER of the various models  
 
















& Shibayama Model  
ER(%) 6.16 4.94 6.56 17.99 4.53 
 
Table 8.2 Relative erro
 
From Table 8.2, it can be seen that the present model gave the best prediction as it 
yielded the smallest ER, followed by Thornton and Guza’s (1983) skewed model and 
Battjes and Janssen’s (1976) model.  Similar to the case of a planeslope profile, the 
model by Rattanapitikon and Shibayama (1998) gave the highest ER. Expectedly, the 
present model should give the best prediction because it addresses both the issue of the 
breaking wave height distribution and energy dissipation. Thornton and Guza’s (1983) 
skewed model is somewhat less accurate than the present model since it only addresses 
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the problem of wave height ution w ll assum c del 
for energy. It should be noted that Thornton’s skewed model still assumes a bored 
ased dissipation model which tend to give continuous dissipation after breaking even 
though the wave
crest. Near to the shore at 
 distrib hile sti ing a hydrauli jump mo
b
 may have stabilised .  
 
All the models were able to simulate waves reaching a maximum height near the bar 
x <50, the three best models tends to underpredict wave 
heights. This underprediction may be expected because the beach considered in this 
experiment is not a fully absorbing (permeable and porous) beach. Thus some degree 
of reflection is expected to occur in the experiment. In fact when incident waves 
superimpose with reflected waves, it is likely that wave heights will increase 
depending on how much reflection and positive superposition takes place. Hence it is 














8.6 EFFECT OF WAVE-INDUCED SET-UP 
 












SWAN 1D no setup (present study 2003)
Experiment run 13 (Battjes and Janssen 1978)
SWAN 1D with setup (present study 2003)




Figure 8.6 Effect of setup on SWAN 1D computation over a bar trough profile 
 
Due to the finite size of the flume, the wave-induced set-up on the beach causes a 
lowering of the mean water level in the constant-depth section and an increase in water 
level nearshore.  In SWAN, the wave-induced set-up is computed and accounted for in 
the wave computations (during computations, the setup is added to the water depth and 
water level). Figure 8.6 is to investigate whether wave-induced setup has significant 
influence on the results. 
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Setup - experiment run 1 (Battjes & Janssen 1978)
Setup - SWAN old (Battjes & Janssen 1978)
Setup - SWAN new (present study 2003)
Setup -Experimental vs Model Results      
for bar-trough profile experiment run 13
 η 





Figure 8.7 Experimental vs Model results of setup over a bar trough profile 
 
As show e height 
 this case. According to figure 8.7, the maximum setup recorded in the experiments 
n in figure 8.6, the effect of setup has little influence on the rms wav
in
was at maximum 0.01m, less than 1 cm. This small setup is unlikely to affect the 
overall depth much and thus will not influence wave heights significantly. In addition, 
the graph shows that the new dissipation model for this present study generated more 
accurate results from x~  =100 shorewards. This is  an improvement over the older 
dissipation model. Although the overall agreement is fair, both models still faces 
limitations in terms of predicting the transition from setdown to setup too far seaward. 
Unlike the laboratory experiments conducted here, in oceanic-scale cases where wave-
setup is significant, they could have an impact on wave height prediction. Setup near 
the coastline will increase the local water depth and hence the higher local depth is 
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able to sustain a higher wave height before breaker limit is reached. Thus it is 
reasonable to expect that at locations where setup is significant, wave heights will 
generally increase and the breaker location will shift shoreward. 
 
8.7 SPECTRAL EVOLUTION 
 
Model results of the spectral evolution is analysed as the waves propagates from deep 
to shallow waters over the bar trough profile. In the three-dimensional graphs plotted 
below, energy density is plotted as a function of frequency and direction. From figure 
8.8, we observed that energy spectrum is originally single-peaked in deep waters. As it 
approaches the first 1:20 slope, the gradual emergence of the secondary peak is noted 
and the first peak loses intensity simultaneously. This is due to triad interactions 
dominant en three 
interacting wave modes. This interaction leads to energy being transferred to higher 
and lower harmonics. The outcome is that a single-peaked spectrum gain secondary 
peaks as the waves evolve in the shallower water accompanied by breaking. As the 
waves reach the bar crest, the secondary peak at the higher frequency of 0.75Hz gains 
energy and the energy of the original peak is notably reduced. This is due to the dual 
effect of energy transfer to higher frequencies and energy loss due to depth-induced 
breaking and bottom friction. From the bar crest onwards, the secondary peak is 
continually observed and total energy continues to decrease due to dissipation. 
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Figure 8.8(b) Two-dimensional spectral evolution over bar trough profile
















































































In the vious chapter, it was verified that the new SWAN model was able to better 
predict dissipation in the case of laboratory studies. In this section, both the old and 
new SWAN model will be applied in the real domain of Malacca Straits to  the 
differences in wave forecasting as a result of the modification in wave breaking 
dissipation. Straits of ca taken is an interesting domain of applica or 
investigations on physical phenomena such as wave-current interactions and depth-
induced wave breaking as it is characterized by wide areas with shallow water depths 
less than 30 m and strong tidal currents. In addition, these results could for
for investigations on further improvements of the well-known SWAN operational 
nearshore wave model. 
 
9.2 TEST DESCRIPTION 
 
To predict waves in the Straits of Malacca, a series of input data is required. For the 
bathymetry, the most updated digital elevation data Globe 2.0 as shown in figure 9.1 
(National Geophysical Data Center) with a resolution of 1 km is being used. For 
external driving forces, time and space-varying wind data over the region of Malacca 
Straits has been specified as an input in SWAN. This wind data (see figure 9.2) has a 





m a basis 
 Malac
To properly describe wave condit vironment of Malacca Straits, a 
chain o  
ions in the coastal en


















Figure 9.1 Digital elevation data Globe 2.0 for Malacca Straits ( 1 km spatial resolution) 
 




stage Simulation period Computational Boundary Initial Grid 
domain conditions conditions size 




2 24/05/2001-12hrs to  
25/05/2001-12hrs 
Nest 1  Boundary 
conditions 
from stage 1 
Hotstart 
from stage 1 
1000.m 
3 24/05/2001-12hrs to  
25/05/2001-12hrs 
Nest 2 Boundary 
conditions 
from stage 2 
Hotstart 
from stage 2 
500.m 
4 24/05/2001-12hrs to  
25/05/2001-12hrs 
Nest 3 Boundary 
conditions 
from stage 3 
Hotstart 
from stage 3 
250.m 
 
Table 9.1 Summary of SWAN nested chain simulations 
 
The purpose of simulation Stage 1 is to generate intial and boundary conditions for the 
outermost coarse-grided domain. (See figure 9.3)  Proper initial conditions are 
essential in simulating time-evolution of energy spectra, especially in periods of high 
temp een 
specified except for a six-hourly time series of wind. This wind series is used to 
generate waves from a cold field at one and a half days prior to the period of interest. 
The computational domain is based on a 1000m x 1000m cartesian grid rotated 49 
degrees anti-clockwise to the horizontal.  All subsequent nested runs described in this 
section have been performed on the same rotated co-ordinate system. 
 
After the initial and boundary conditions have been obtained from stage 1, these are 
used to predict wave field for the simulation period of intererst 24/05/2001-12hrs to  
25/05/2001-12hrs using wind information in this same period. As seen in figure 9.2, 
the strongest wind are mainly 5-7 m/s blowing in a north-westerly direction over the 
 addition, boundary and initial conditions have been extracted for Nest 2 (See figure 
oral wind speed variability. For this run, no meteorological input has b
Straits of Malacca. Similarly, stage 2 is based on the same grid resolution as Stage 1. 
In
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9.3 for . Du ta N o bottom,
ter l information by tri-linear
ut g ed in SW linea ation 
from the computational grid; there is no interpol the output time is shifted 
to the n al time level. Interpol can  the user 
 taki  one anot ble ( y iden  
is recommended to choose output times such cide with computational 
time levels. For further details on interpolation of spectra in SWAN from coarser to 
smaller grid conducted during nesting, the reader is advised to refer to the SWAN user 
manual downloadable from http://fluidmechanics.tudelft.nl/swan/index.htm
 location of Nest 2) ring the compu tions, SWA btains  current, 
wa evel, wind and bottom friction  interpolation from the 
inp rids. The output is in turn obtain AN by bi-
ation in time, 
r interpol in space 
earest computation ation errors  be reduced by





For Nest 2, the grid resolution is halved to 500m x 500m and the simulation period 
remains the same. The location of Nest 2 is chosen in the narrowest part of the 
Malacca Straits where shallow water effects becomes dominant and waves propagating 
to the coastal lines can be examined in greater detail. Boundary and initial conditions 
are extracted for Nest 3. 
 
In the final stage of nesting,  the grid resolution has been further halved to 250m x 
250m and the aim of this nest is to study the dissipation effects due to depth-induecd 
breaking, bottom friction and nonlinear interactions between different components of 



















s already mentioned, SWAN model has been used to simulate wave processes in the 
e 
redictions of significant wave height for Nest 3 based on the old and the new models. 
he reader is reminded here that old model refers to the original SWAN model based 
n dissipation model by Battjes and Janssen (1978) whereas new model refers to the 
ewly incorporated dissipation formula from equation (6.47) based on a combination 
of Thornton and Guza’s (1983) skewed model and Rattanapitikon and Shibayama’s 







shallow water area of Malacca Straits for a one-day period 24/05/2001-12hrs to  
25/05/2001-12hrs based on wind series and boundary conditions representing 
incoming swell waves. The results of modeling are the time series of significant wave 






(1998) model. Using the same color scale for both contour plots, the new model shows 
 generate higher waves compared to the old model, implying that energy dissipation 
 higher in old SWAN.  This is because the dissipation for depth-induced wave 
reaking in old SWAN is calculated using the bore-based model of Battjes and Janssen 
978) which gives continuous dissipation of energy even after breaking point. In the 
ew proposed model, dissipation of energy stops after a stable wave height have been 
ttained.  Hence the new model will predict higher waves than the old model as 
issipation is less. These results agree with the validation studies in Chapter 8 where it 
 observed that the old model tends to unde wave height when compared to 
boratory observations while the new model was able to improve the accuracy by 
Along the coastlines, it is also apparent that the new model 
enerates higher wave height than the old model.  
.4 CONCLUSIONS 
















final conclusions concerning wave prediction in Malacca Straits since there did not 
exist at this moment readily available field data against which validation can be done. 
But based on the conclusions and validations for the case of the laboratory studies, it 
seemed to suggest that the new model gives a more favourable and conservative 
answer and the strength of the new model will definitely play an important role in 
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New SWAN HS25-10 
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Wave Height Hs (m)
 







In this thesis, an improved model for energy dissipation due to depth-induced breaking 
has been derived and incorporated into SWAN (Simulating WAves Nearshore Cycle 
III version 40.11). The new model has been verified with experimental data and 
compared with other dissipation models. Results of the comparsion tests shows that the 
new model seems to give the best results among all the models tested.  
 
For the first part of this study, three validation schemes for small-scale and large-scale 
wave propagation and wave-current interaction has been conducted. Results show that 
SWAN is able to correctly predict wave evolution characteristics under all three 
circumstances. As such, SWAN is an apt model for shallow water wave prediction 
since it has all necessary terms of evolution and dissipation in the source function. For 
the next part of the study, an attempt was made to study the dissipation by depth-
induced breaking in SWAN in greater detail. The objective is to improve the prediction 
accuracy of SWAN in shallow waters and hence an in-depth analysis and review of 
existing dissipation models is conducted in this study. 
 
The dissipation models for breaking random waves proposed by Thornton et al (1986) 
and Rattanapitikon et al (1998) were incoporated into the SWAN model and were 
successfully implemented to model evolution of wave spectra over an impermeable 
planeslope and a bar trough profile. Most importantly, to improve both the truncated 
Rayleigh distribution and the hydraulic jump assumptions inherent in the old SWAN 
model, on and a new dissipation function has been derived based on both the Thornt
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Rattanapitikon models. This ne n was also implemented into 
SWAN and several models were also compared to the 
xperimental results of Battjes and Janssen (1978) obtained in a wave flume. The 
e the models by 
Battjes et al., Thornton et al. and Rattanapitikon et al were 6.16%, 4.94% and 
ave radiation stresses and the 
present model results compared favourably with experimental records except 
w dissipation functio
by the various authors 
e
results of the comparison can be summarised as follows 
 
1) For bar trough profile, the present model proposed in this study gave the best 
prediction among all the dissipation functions tested. The rms relative error 
produced by the present model is 4.53% which is the least, whil
17.99% respectively. However, on a planeslope profile, the present model was 
only able to produce better results at some depths while the original Battjes and 
Janssen model generally predicts better over a larger part of the domain, 
especially in the region after breaking. 
 
2) Sensitivity tests were also carried out to test the influence of wave-induced 
setup on the results. The present model was able to give a better prediction than 
the previous model in terms of setup/setdown prediction. SWAN calculated 
wave-induced setup based on a balance of w
the model predicts the transition from set-down to set-up somewhat too far 
seaward. This problem is also faced by the original model. 
 
3) The spectral evolution of the waves was analysed as they propagate and 
approach the bar trough profile.  The effect of triad interactions and energy 
dissipation due to breaking was apparent, as shown by the emergence of the 
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secondary peaks in shallower waters and the gradual decrease in total energy 
density.  
 
Finally, both the old and new SWAN model are applied in the real domain of Malacca 








where ipation mechanism. In addition, these 







importa nce this lends strong 




e breaking dissipation. Results shows that the new model generally predicts higher 
eight than than the old model. Based on the conclusions and validations for the 
 the laboratory studies, it seemed to suggest that the new model gives a more 
ble and conservative answer as energy dissipation for the bore based model 
 higher while the new model is able to produce the pause in energy dissipation 
able wave height is reached over constant water depth. The strength of the new 
will hopefully play an important role in shallow water regions like the surf zone 
wave breaking becomes the main diss
wn SWAN operational nearshore wave model. 
mary, the wave height variation across the surf zone is predicted reasonably 
y the present model. It appears that the present model is fully capable of 
ing qualitatively and quantitatively the main features of the experimental data, 
spect to both the wave heights and to the mean water level variations. More 
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HHW rmsγ=  
Breaking wave height distribution 
here P(H) is the Rayleigh probability density function 
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The objective is to derive and  
or
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unction for [(m+1)/2] >0, a>0 and m>0 
comparing to the equation above, 






















It now remains for us to solve for the gamma function. 
 














By recursive formula, if n = 0,1,2,…., a nonnegative integer, we have the following : 
 
ence Γ(2) = Γ(1+1) = 1! = 1 

















































































































































   
For the above derivation, 
 
 , 2= 21
rmsH
a =  
 
thus we need to evaluate Γ[(m+1)/2]= Γ(1.5) in this case, 
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HHW rms γγ −−=  
Breaking wave height distribution 
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